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DEAR EDITOR, We read with interest the comment of Manzo

et al. [1] on our review article ‘Comorbidities (excluding

lymphoma) in Sjögren’s syndrome’ [2]. The authors high-

light the importance of cognitive impairment (CI) as well as

the different mechanisms leading to it, in patients with pri-

mary SS (pSS). We fully agree with them that neurological

manifestations are frequently underestimated in these

patients and that rheumatologists should pay special at-

tention to their diagnosis.

The prevalence of neurological symptoms in pSS

patients ranges between 8.5 and 70% [3]. The reasons

for this wide range in the literature are the heterogeneity

of the pSS classification criteria and of the definitions of

the different neurological syndromes, and the diverse

diagnostics tools used to assess those neurological

symptoms in the different studies. In any case, about

20% of pSS patients may present clinically significant

neurological involvement, which may be the first mani-

festation of the disease in >25% of the cases [4].

We also agree with the comment by Manzo et al. about

the need for both a better assessment of cognitive dysfunc-

tion in pSS patients and searching for pSS in patients with

CI, as they established in their systematic review [5].

Whether CI or other neurological manifestations should be

considered ‘comorbidities’ defined as ‘simultaneous pres-

ence of more than one disease in a patient’ or only clinical

features of pSS in a specific system could be discussed.

However, we think that that debate should not minimize the

relevance of the message of Manzo et al., which highlights

the great importance of neurological manifestations, and CI

in particular, in pSS patients.
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